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Abstract
The science community is interested in planetary entry probe missions to improve our
understanding of the atmospheres of Saturn, missions to Venus, and sample return missions
from comets and asteroids. The In-Space Propulsion Program has completed aerocapture
mission design studies that have defined requirements for the thermal protection system (TPS)
to Venus, Mars, Titan and Neptune. There have been investments in new TPS materials and to
revive flight-qualified materials such as PICA and Carbon Phenolic. Although very heavy, the
TPS material of choice for Venus and Outer Planet missions is Carbon Phenolic. Qualification
and certification of the heritage ablative materials, or the development of new ablative TPS
materials is needed and challenges are in testing, especially in the appropriate atmospheric
gases. This paper will focus on missions to Venus and will review the entry conditions from prior
mission studies, the testing needs for both newer and heritage TPS materials, and provide the
test and analysis approach needed.
1.0 Introduction
Venus is one focal point for study of the inner planets because of its similar size to the Earth yet
its atmosphere and surface are vastly different and extremely hostile in comparison to ours. To
understand the differences between Earth and Mars, contributors to the New Frontiers Study [1]
have identified critically important measurements to be made, in-situ at Venus. These data hold
the key to understanding the evolution of the Venus’s atmosphere and geology that may help
humankind understand how to prevent runaway greenhouse processes from affecting the
Earth’s current conditions. The recommended measurements include those listed below.
•
•
•
•

Atmospheric measurements: Composition including trace species, isotopes of the light
species and accurate determinations of the noble-gas isotopic abundances.
Meteorological data during descent, ascent and on the surface.
Near IR descent images from 10 km to the surface
Surface measurements that include elemental abundances, mineralogy and texturing
of surface materials to understand weathering.

Delivery of the payloads to conduct these scientific investigations are enabled by entry, descent
and landing (EDL) vehicles fitted with a Thermal Protection System (TPS) to protect the
payloads from the shock layer heating associated with hypersonic flight in Venus’s atmosphere.
Thermal Protection Systems (TPS) enable missions involving hypervelocity, atmospheric flight
for entry probes and aerocapture vehicles. TPS performance is critical, since their mass
reduction trades directly with increases in science payload or reductions in launch vehicle costs.
Further, the TPS introduces a single point failure mode for loss of vehicle and mission. Herein,
we discuss strategies for the affordable development and qualification of TPS despite the fact
that ground facilities can not duplicate the scale, altitude and velocity encountered in flight that
would be required to meet the paradigm of “test as you fly and fly as you test”. This paper
addresses missions of scientific interest to Venus. A companion paper by the present authors
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addressed TPS technology development and qualification for probes and aerocapture missions
to Saturn, Titan and Sample Return missions. [2].
Planetary scientists are very interested in samples from Venus [3]. These missions are enabled
by the use of small capsules that enter the Venus atmosphere at speeds ranging from ≈ 10 to
12 km/s. For Venus, having isotopic information on heavy elements (e.g., W and Pb) as well as
those from atomic oxygen and the determination of the age of rocks will enable improved
understanding of the formation of the inner, rocky planets. The purpose of this paper is to briefly
describe missions that can provide these scientific data and to provide an overview of the
testing and development strategies that could efficiently qualify TPS for these missions.
2.0 Mission Scenarios
Figure 1 depicts three mission scenarios. To the left is that for the well-known, direct entry from
an interplanetary trajectory, which has been accomplished many times and is called a
hyperbolic or direct entry. The scenario in the center is an application of an aerocapture
maneuver. Aerocapture is a method of providing the required decrement in velocity for orbital
insertion through atmospheric drag rather than use of retropropulsion [4]. A small burn is
required upon exiting the atmosphere to circularize the orbit. The scenario to the right is entry of
a probe from orbit.

Figure 1. Left: direct entry from interplanetary trajectory. Center: aerocapture, where
atmospheric drag provides the decrement in velocity for insertion of an orbiter into an orbit
around Venus. A small propulsive burn circularizes the orbit after the atmospheric
maneuver is completed. Right: entry from orbit.
3.0 Entry Conditions Compared to Existing Arc Jet Test Capabilities
In order to assess and establish the capability of TPS materials for the missions to Venus and
their development testing requirements, the engineering code Traj [5] was run for to establish
nominal stagnation point heat fluxes and pressures for representative§ entry conditions and
bodies. Traj simulates the entry trajectory in a 3-degrees of freedom mode by integrating the
equations of motion in time from the atmospheric entry interface using well-established
engineering approximations for convective and radiative heating. Table 1 provides the entry
speeds, and stagnation point conditions provided by Traj for the specified entry bodies and entry
angles for Venus. Whether or not existing arc jet testing capabilities are adequate for the
development of the TPS for these missions is indicated in the lower row.

§

Other factors including ballistic coefficient, nose radius and entry angle can affect stagnation
point peak heat flux
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Table 1. Stagnation Point Heating Rates & Pressures

4.0 Ground Test Capabilities
Limitations of the current TPS material test facilities will dictate a ‘piece-wise certification’
strategy for certain planetary missions. Qualification for Venus direct entry, for example, could
use arc jet facilities to simulate a wide range of heat flux and pressure, but will likely require an
alternate approach such as a laser facility to attain the complete range up to the maximum
predicted heat flux. Large arc jet facilities such as those at ARC, JSC, AEDC, and Boeing will
continue to play a primary role in development and qualification of TPS, but other testing
approaches/ facilities (laser, solar, …) may be used for the extreme or unique environments.
4.1 Current Arc Jet Facilities Capabilities
A mainstay of TPS development for several decades has been the high-power arc jet facilities at
ARC, JSC, AEDC, and Boeing (LCAT). These facilities with power capabilities from 10 to 60MW provide the largest test article or the highest heating capability possible and have proven to
be indispensable for TPS development work. Although none of the existing facilities can operate
with CO2, the heat flux and pressure capabilities of these facilities still provide environments
most relevant to qualifying materials for Venus entry conditions. The envelopes in Figure 2 show
the Heat-Flux-Pressure capabilities of these facilities [Refs 6-11].
Arc jet facilities continue to provide the best simulation of TPS flight environment, with certain
limitations. It is impossible to simulate in a ground facility all environmental parameters (heating
rate, enthalpy, pressure, shear, …) simultaneously. Also, most of these facilities operate only
with air, which may be problematic for certain combinations of planetary atmospheres and TPS
materials. Most importantly, the maximum heating on a reasonable size test model is limited to
about 2.5 kW/cm2; far short of the peak fluxes predicted for missions currently in the planning
phase. It is impossible to match size, density, and speed in ground testing, so short of flight
testing one cannot achieve the ‘test as you fly’ paradigm.
However, these arc jet facilities will continue to play a major role in the ‘piece-wise certification’
strategy necessary for certain planetary missions. While other testing approaches/facilities may
be used for the extreme or unique environments, classical arc test testing will provide basic
performance data on TPS materials and system approaches, including recession, catalycity,
roughness, blowing, blockage and gaps, typically in air.
ARC
The Ames Research Center (ARC) currently operates a variety of arc-heated facilities within the
Arc Jet Complex. The Aerodynamic Heating Facility (AHF) is a highly flexible arc jet facility that
operates with either of two 20-MW arc heaters and a family of conical nozzles. The segmented
arc heater operates at pressures from 1 to 10 atm (reservoir pressure) and enthalpy levels from
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Figure 2 - Facility Capability Envelopes for 4-inch Diameter Iso-Q Test Body
5,000 to 14,000 Btu/lbm (air). The Hüls arc heater operates at pressures from 1 to 40 atm and
enthalpy levels from 1,500 to 4,000 Btu/lbm (air). Most of the testing in the AHF is done using
the segmented arc heater because of its high enthalpy performance, low stream contamination,
and long history of repeatable operation. Alternate test gases are nitrogen and argon. Either arc
heater can be coupled with a family of 8°-half-angle conical nozzles of exit diameters of 12, 18,
24, 30, or 36 inches. The Interaction Heating Facility (IHF) was designed to study aerodynamic
heating in the thermal environment arising from the interaction of an energetic flow field with an
irregular surface. The 60-MW segmented arc heater operates with air at pressures from 1 to 10
atm and enthalpy levels from 3,000 to 11,000 Btu/lbm (air). Two nozzle geometries are used in
the IHF: conical axisymmetric and semielliptical, with test article sizes from stagnation articles
up to 60 cm in dimension to flat panels 80 by 80 cm.
JSC
The Structures and Mechanics Division at Johnson Space Center operates an Arc Jet Complex
(JSC ARMSEF) for investigation of atmospheric entry and high-velocity flight phenomena,
supporting materials evaluation, development, and certification, evaluating mission life and
operational limitations, investigating flight anomalies, and advancing materials and testing
technology. The complex includes two segmented, constricted arc heaters in two test positions
(TP1 and TP2) exhausting into evacuated test chambers. Conical and rectangular cross-section
supersonic nozzles provide test streams for various geometry test articles. Test articles include
stagnation point-type nose caps or leading edges up to 2,500 cm2 frontal area, and 60 x 60-cm
flat, boundary-layer type panels for gap and acreage testing. Oxygen and nitrogen are used to
produce simulated air.
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AEDC
The High-Enthalpy Aerothermal Test (HEAT) arc-heated facilities at AEDC provide highpressure, high-enthalpy ground test simulations. The facilities include two high-pressure
segmented arc heaters (HEAT-H1 and H3) and two Hüls arcs (H2 and HR), with capabilities
summarized in Table 2.
Table 2 - AEDC Facility Capabilities

The HEAT-H2 Test Unit is an arc-heated aerothermal tunnel providing high-enthalpy flow at
high Mach numbers and dynamic pressures simulating hypersonic flight at pressure altitudes
from 70 to 160 kft. H2 utilizes an N-4 Hüls-type arc heater to generate high-temperature, highpressure air for expansion through a hypersonic nozzle into the evacuated test cell. The
combination of the arc heater driver, various nozzle/throat combinations, the evacuated test cell,
and exhauster makes possible high-enthalpy flows at Mach numbers from 5 to 9. Direction and
distribution of the injected air can be selected to optimize the enthalpy distribution across the
flow to match specific test requirements.
Boeing
The Large Core Arc Tunnel (LCAT) facility at the Boeing Arc Heater Laboratory can provide a
large, high Mach number test stream for high temperature environment simulations. Conical
axisymmetric nozzles can provide supersonic flow up to approximately Mach 8. Semielliptic and
rectangular exit nozzles are also available for specialized test needs. Test capabilities are
summarized in Table 3. Typical run times are as long as 2 min, but running continuously is
possible.
4.2 Non-Air Arc Jet Facilities
While there is a need to obtain material performance data with correct thermochemistry, there
are very few test facilities currently operating in gases other than air. Furthermore, the non-air
facilities have limitations (test sample size, heat flux, pressure) that can limit their usefulness in
planetary mission applications.
Arc heaters are capable of operating on virtually any gaseous media. The heater must be
properly designed or optimized to account for any unique properties of a particular gas type and
the gas handling equipment (storage, metering, and flow measurement) must likewise be
properly designed for that gas. For instance, operating on hydrogen or a hydrogen/helium
mixture is quite feasible once the explosive/flammable nature of the gas is addressed with
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Table 3 - Boeing Arc Facility Test Capability
Status

Nozzle
Config.

Mach.

Nozzl
e Exit

Spec
Config.

Max
Spec
Size

Approx
Enthalpy
Range
(Btu/lb)

Approx
Stag/
Wedge
Press
(atm)

Approx
Spec
Temp.
(°F)

Active

Conical

3.7 to
8.5

4” to
20”

Wedge

3” x 3” to
12” x 12”

500 to
6000

0.001 to
0.35

500 to
3000+

Active

Conical

3.7 to
8.5

4” to
20”

Nosetip/
Puck

2” dia. to
9” dia.

500 to
6000

0.03 to 5

1000 to
4000+

Active

Square

4.7

3” x
3”

Panel/
Wedge

3” x 6”

500 to
6000

0.1 to 0.3

500 to
4000+

Check
-out

SemiElliptic

2.5 to
5.7

0.8” x
3.1”
to
3.3” x
13”

Panel/
Wedge

3” x 3” to
13” x 13”

1000 to
4000

0.05 to 1

1000 to
4000+

proper handling equipment and strategies implemented to prevent fire or explosion in the
facility. Carbon dioxide can also be used with proper attention to the expansion characteristics
of this gas that requires unique handling and metering hardware. Also of note are the inductively
heated devices that are particularly applicable to the heating of different gaseous media due to
the ‘electrode-less’ design of the heater.
There are several test facilities currently operating on test gases other than air that have limited
application to TPS qualification and certification for planetary missions. Note that the unique
hardware requirements for a particular gas usually means a facility is restricted to gas mixtures
of similar type and thus is unable to quickly switch from one gas to another.
LaRC
The LaRC Hypersonic Materials Environmental Test System (HyMETS) Facility is a 400 kW
Facility capable of running on carbon dioxide for planetary atmosphere entry simulation [Ref 12].
The current test gases are nitrogen and oxygen with argon shield gas, with plans to be
operational on carbon dioxide in the near future. Definition of the CO2 operating envelope will be
started in the fall of 2008. The typical 1.0-inch diameter test article in a stagnation test
configuration is shown in Figure 3.
EADS
The 6 MW SIMOUN Facility with a Hüls arc heater is capable of running on carbon dioxide for
Martian and Venus atmosphere entry simulation, both with and without dust [Ref 13]. A Mach
4.5 axisymmetric nozzle is used in the stagnation point configuration and a Mach 5 superelliptic
nozzle in the flat plate configurations as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3 - Typical Test in the HyMETS Facility

Figure 4 - SIMOUN Facility Test Configurations
Operating on a test gas of 97% CO2 and 3% N2 with a 50 mm stagnation point test article, the
maximum cold wall heat flux obtainable is about 130 W/cm2 (without dust) with a stagnation
pressure of 0.10 atm. In the flat plate configuration at 15° angle-of-attack the cold wall heat flux
is 70 W/cm2 at a pressure of 0.10 atm on a test panel 300 x 300 mm.
DLR
The 1.4 MW L2K Facility with a Hüls type arc heater is capable of running on carbon dioxide for
Martian and Venus atmosphere entry simulation [Ref 14]. Stagnation point models with a
maximum diameter of 100 mm and flat plates up to 150 mm x 250 mm can be tested. Operating
on a test gas of 97% CO2 and 3% N2 with an enthalpy of 15.6 MJ/kg and a 50 mm stagnation
point test article (ESA geometry) maximum cold wall heat flux is about 76 W/cm2 with a
stagnation pressure of 0.016 atm.
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Figure 5 - L2K Test on Probe in a Venus atmosphere
IRS
The IPG driven (inductively heated) PWK3 Facility is capable of running on carbon dioxide for
Martian and Venus atmosphere entry simulation, both with and without dust [Ref 15]. Operating
on a test gas of 97% CO2 and 3% N2 in a stagnation point configuration maximum cold wall heat
flux is about 140 W/cm2 without dust and 170 W/cm2 with dust at a stagnation pressure of 0.019
atm.

Figure 6 - IRS PWK3 Facility
4.3 Laser Facilities
High-energy laser facilities are primarily used to subject materials/TPS to very high heat fluxes
not attainable in other ground test facilities. They offer the possibility of defining heat flux failure
mode boundaries.
Consider however that these facilities produce non-representative pressure, flow, and chemistry
at the test surface. A subsonic cross-flow is usually employed to sweep ablation products out of
the laser-beam and avoid attenuation due to gas phase absorption. If the cross-flow is uniquely
configured (velocity and/or species) it may be possible to simulate surface temperature and
oxygen pressure in a low-flow or subsonic radiating environment, but typically it does not
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simulate boundary layer structure, chemistry, or convective transport. Furthermore, while the
laser does not simulate the convective heat flux, the radiant flux is also a poor simulation, being
at a single wavelength as opposed to the radiant spectra in the actual flight environment. The
spectral optical properties at laser wavelength must be well understood; for instance, most, but
not all, materials are opaque at the 10.6-µm wavelength of CO2 lasers.
With all the limitations of laser facilities, they have proven useful in several areas. Thermal
response data at high heat fluxes would be of value assuming good comparison at overlap with
convective heating data from arc jets using air as test gas, the high fluxes are excellent for
determining failure modes, especially spallation as per Galileo, and large test article size is
possible, at correspondingly lower heat flux. In addition, facilities such as these allow combined
thermal and structural testing, i.e., testing samples under load while being heated.
LHMEL
The Laser Hardened Materials Evaluation Laboratory (LHMEL) facility [Ref 16] at the Air Force
Research Laboratory (WPAFB) has supported the aerospace community for several decades.
LHMEL I is a 10-kW carbon dioxide (10.6-µm), continuous wave, flat top laser with a 9.5-mm
minimum spot diameter. It is a workhorse device ideal for materials response testing and laser
processing research. LHMEL II is a 100-kW scale-up of LHMEL I with a 19-mm minimum spot
diameter useful for mid-scale bridge between materials affects “science” and full-scale
validation. The ‘flat top’ characteristic of the LHMEL lasers refers to the energy distribution in the
beam, which is essentially uniform or flat, subjecting the test article to a very uniform radiant
heat flux. LHMEL II with a delivered power of 100 kW can produce a maximum heating of
~7,000 W/cm2 on a reasonable size test article of about 43 mm diameter.

Figure 7 - LHMEL II in Operation
4.4 Proposed DAF Testing
To support NASA’s future launch and planetary exploration programs, both human and robotic,
gaps in the nation’s Arc Jet capability need to be filled. The large arc jet facilities (≥ 10-MW) at
ARC, JSC, AEDC, and Boeing will continue to play a primary role in development and
qualification of TPS. However, the limitations of these facilities, primarily air as the test gas and
limited maximum heat flux, require alternate facilities for the extreme or unique environments of
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some planetary missions. A new facility being installed at NASA Ames Research Center, the
Development Arcjet Facility (DAF) will have the capability to address many of these issues.
ARC Development Arcjet Facility (DAF)
The Ames Arc Jet Complex [Ref 6] presently provides most of NASA’s high enthalpy test needs.
It presently houses four arc-heated facilities with power levels from 20- to 100-MW for producing
high enthalpy flow streams in large scale (up to 1-m in diameter). In contrast to these large,
production test facilities, the DAF will operate up to a maximum of 5-MW, with the possibility of
operating on a wide variety of gases and gas mixtures. Furthermore, the arc heater could be
configured with a ‘supersonic-anode’ that produces very high stream-centerline enthalpy and
thus high heat flux, albeit on relatively small test articles. Also, since the DAF will operate at only
a fraction of the power levels of the larger facilities, long duration exposures (four hours or
longer) and repetitive sample exposures are possible.
Unique capabilities of DAF include: (1) thermal protection system (TPS) tests with any desired
atmospheric composition for any of the planets and moons in the solar system, (air, carbon
dioxide, hydrogen-helium, nitrogen-methane, or argon); (2) TPS materials testing in simulated
Earth entry environments at very high enthalpy (40 to 100 MJ/kg); (3) a test bed for new arc
heater components (constrictor segments, electrodes, etc.) as a qualification before installation
in the high-power production heaters; (4) a test bed for new arc jet diagnostic instrumentation;
and (5) high life-cycle testing (hours) of TPS for reusable launch vehicles.
The DAF plasma generator is an existing one-inch diameter segmented arc heater obtained
from Sandia National Laboratory Albuquerque. Before the Sandia HEAT Facility was closed and
the arc heater sent to NASA, testing at Sandia was done with air as the test gas achieved
maximum bulk enthalpy of 40 MJ/kg at a plenum pressure of 8 atm; maximum plenum pressure
of 15 atm was achieved at 24 MJ/kg. The identical arc heater design was used for decades at
the Aerotherm Arc Plasma Generator (APG) facility in Mountain View, California where it was
repeatedly operated on a wide range of gas mixtures, including hydrogen, hydrogen-helium, and
carbon dioxide.
The unique features of DAF are its wide range of input gas mixtures, small scale, low power
requirement, compared with the rest of the ARC Arc Jet Complex.
The following section provides performance predictions courtesy of ARC [17], based on
operating experience at both Sandia and Aerotherm.
DAF Performance Estimates – Carbon Dioxide
Simulating the Venus atmospheric entry environment requires a gas mixture of approximately
95% CO2 and 5% N2. Experience with arc jet operations in the past (Aerotherm) has
demonstrated that achieving long duration, high volume flow rates for arc heated simulation of
Martian atmospheric entry is most easily accomplished using controlled mixtures of carbon
monoxide (CO) and oxygen (O2), along with the desired nitrogen concentration. This avoids the
engineering challenges associated with flowing carbon dioxide, (CO2), a refrigerant, which
causes the freezing of valves and hoses by the expansion of the cryogenic liquid CO2. This
practice is justified because the equilibrium composition of the plasma generated in the arc
heater at nearly all arc-heater operating conditions consists of primarily a mixture of CO and
oxygen atoms, and some diatomic oxygen. This technique, though, requires safe handling of
two hazardous gases, CO and pure oxygen. The designs of the DAF gas handling hardware
properly address these issues. The estimated enthalpy-pressure and heat flux-pressure
performance envelopes for carbon dioxide are shown in Figures 8 and 9 respectively.
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Figure 8 - Bulk Enthalpy vs. Plenum Pressure - Carbon Dioxide

Figure 9 - Cold Wall Heat Flux vs. Stagnation Pressure - Carbon Dioxide
With a 4.49 cm nozzle exit diameter and a 2.54 cm diameter blunt test body (flat-face), the
maximum estimated heat flux is about 2,590 W/cm2 at 2.6 atm stagnation pressure and 30
MJ/kg centerline enthalpy; the estimated bulk enthalpy is 25 MJ/kg and power to the heater is
4.0 MW. Nearly the same heat flux is estimated at lower pressure, about 2,500 W/cm2 at 0.65
atm stagnation pressure and 59 MJ/kg centerline enthalpy; the estimated bulk enthalpy is 45
MJ/kg and power to the heater is 1.4 MW
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Historical Test Configurations
A large body of test data was generated in the Aerotherm 1-MW Constricted Arc Plasma
Generator (APG) facility during its operation from activation in the ‘50s until it was dismantled in
about 1996. The test techniques and configurations developed in this facility are directly
applicable to the DAF as the arc heater used in APG was identical to that being installed in
DAF. Furthermore, as an early developer of segmented-constrictor arc heater designs later
patented by NASA/ARC, Aerotherm was instrumental in conceiving test approaches that could
optimize (maximize) test capabilities with relatively low-power arc heaters. The 2-D test
configurations described below represents the highest heat flux capability achieved in the APG
and could be reproduced in DAF for TPS materials qualification for planetary entry applications.
In addition, the work done in this facility included many different gas species, such as hydrogen
and carbon dioxide, providing the opportunity for testing in atmospherically correct test
environments. References 18 and 19 contain complete descriptions of two different test series
carried out in the APG at conditions of interest for planetary entry TPS development and
qualification. The TPS test material of interest was fabricated as a nozzle insert where the test
section was the throat region of the nozzle.
2-D Nozzle Configuration
The 2-D or planar nozzle test section configuration, Figure 10, was developed for TPS materials
that were inappropriate for the axisymmetric test configuration, 2-D carbon phenolic for
instance. Specifically, to achieve heat fluxes in the 2,000 W/cm2 range the model would have
been much too small, with no allowance for a shroud so important for relatively conductive 2-D
materials like CP.

Figure 10 - 2-D or Planar Test Section Configuration
The nominal throat dimensions were 0.15-inch channel height by 1.00-inch width. The lead-in
ramp immediately upstream of the model was roughened as a means of promoting turbulent
flow over the test model with resultant high heating rates. The calorimeter/view port section,
which formed the opposite side of the test nozzle, was also roughened.
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The view port section provided for either a gas-purged view-port for pyrometer viewing of the
test model or a water-cooled calorimeter for calibration purposes.
Maximum conditions with hydrogen-helium as the test gas and power to the arc heater of 1.2
MW:
Gas:
H2 75% / He 25% (mass fraction)
qcw :
2,315 W/cm2
Po :
3.58 atm
Ho :
137 MJ/kg
A typical carbon phenolic test model is shown post-test in Figure 11.

Figure 11 - Typical Carbon Phenolic Test Model after 13-second Exposure
Conclusion
The ‘piece-wise certification’ strategy for planetary missions will require a wide range of test
facility types and capabilities. A survey of the world’s test facilities has identified the facilities
most likely to find some application in a piece-wise approach to TPS qualification and
certification for planetary missions. These range from the traditional high-power arc jet facilities,
to specialized arc jet facilities, usually low power, for certain environments not available
elsewhere, to laser facilities with their unique attributes. These are summarized in Table 4.
Table 4 - Facility Capabilities Summary
qcw
PT2 or PO
HCL
Facility
(W/cm2)
(atm)
(MJ/kg)
ARC IHF
1,800
1.8
JSC ARMSEF
1,000
0.2
(1)
JSC ARMSEF
TBD
TBD
TBD
AEDC H2
800
7
Boeing LCAT
400
0.8
(1)
LaRC HyMETS
TBD
TBD
TBD
EADS SIMOUN
130
0.1
DLR L2K
76
0.016
15.6
IRS PWK3
140
0.019
AFRL LHMEL II
7,000
1.0
--(1) Carbon Dioxide test capability under development
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Test
Configuration/
Diameter (mm)
Iso-Q / 102
Iso-Q / 102
TBD
Iso-Q / 102
Iso-Q / 102
TBD
Stag. FF / 50
Stag. FF / 50
FF / 43

Test Gas or
Atmosphere
Air
N2-O2
CO2
Air
Air
CO2
CO2-N2
CO2-N2
CO2-N2
Air

5.0 Candidate TPS Materials for Venus Missions
Candidate TPS materials for Venus probe missions are defined by their capabilities to reliably
handle the anticipated aerothermal environment for a given mission scenario. Typically, the
objective is to minimize TPS mass. This objective is best accomplished with use of the lowest
density TPS materials capable of handling the environment. Therefore, it is necessary that
material performance be demonstrated over the range of heat flux, pressure and shear
associated with each specific mission architecture.
In Section 3 representative peak heat fluxes and pressures were defined for three different
Venus entry architectures: (1) direct entry (hyperbolic), (2) aerocapture, and (3) out-of-orbit. The
projected entry heating environment for direct entry requires a TPS material capable of reliably
surviving a combined (convective and radiative) peak heat flux of ≈ 4700 W/cm2 and a peak
pressure of ≈ 10 atm. In NASA’s experience to date, only fully dense carbon phenolic has been
demonstrated (Pioneer-Venus, Galileo probes) at such severe conditions. A carbon-carbon
multilayer, such as used for Genesis may be capable of performing at such conditions, but that
has not yet been demonstrated, in either ground tests or flight. Lower density materials are not
viable candidates, as they will spall at such severe conditions.
For aerocapture at Venus, representative aerothermal environments are significantly milder
since flight is confined to the upper atmosphere. Peak combined heat flux is ≈ 1200 W/cm2 and
peak pressure is ≈ 0.3 atm. While carbon phenolic and the carbon-carbon multilayer can handle
such environments reliably, their use would result in a large TPS mass. While peak heat fluxes
in aerocapture are less than for direct entry, the total heat loads are very large. Consequently,
such environments are best handled by TPS materials with lower thermal conductivity. There
are several low-mid density ablative composites that would be better choices.
Finally, entering the Venus atmosphere from orbit can induce the mildest aerothermal
environment due to a lower entry velocity. Peak combined heat flux is ≈ 360 W/cm2 and peak
stagnation pressure of ≈ 0.30 atm. There are many TPS materials that can reliably handle such
environments and a low-density material would be preferable to minimize TPS mass.
Table 5 summarizes the applicability of candidate TPS materials for the various Venus mission
architectures.
Table 5. Applicability of Some Candidate TPS Materials for Candidate Venus Missions
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6.0 Failure Modes of Ablative TPS Materials
Ablative TPS materials involve many complex physicals and chemical processes but their basic
principle is energy management through material consumption. As shown in Figure 12, a typical
ablative composite contains an organic resin that pyrolyzes when heated producing gaseous
products and a condensed phase carbonaceous residue called char. The gases percolate
through the porous char to the heated surface providing some convective cooling of the hot
near-surface material. The gases are injected into the adjacent boundary layer at the surface
providing some transpiration cooling. Dependent upon the chemical composition of the char and
the boundary layer, the surface char can be consumed through chemical reactions with the
boundary layer gases. A carbonaceous surface char is advantageous as it allows very high
surface temperatures. For such materials, surface re-radiation is the major energy
accommodation mechanism.

Figure 12. Schematic of phenomena involved in ablative composites
However, a critical issue in designing an ablative TPS is a requirement to understand failure
mechanisms. Unfortunately, experiments to define failure thresholds and identify failure
mechanisms are rarely performed. Consequently, defining a TPS design “margin” has been, in
reality, quite arbitrary.
The primary failure mechanism common to all ablative composites is char spallation. The
combination of pressure and thermal gradients impose stresses within the char that can exceed
strength at some point within the char. At that point a stress fracture occurs within the char and
the fractured “chunk” is ejected. Dependent upon the heat pulse, char spall could be periodic.
The reason this is considered failure is that the TPS is losing mass without accommodating
much energy, particularly in comparison to thermochemical mechanisms. Typically, higher
density materials have stronger chars than lower density materials. Consequently, the heat
flux/pressure threshold for char spall is lower for lower density materials in comparison to higher
density materials. But there is a combination of imposed conditions for every ablative composite
that results in char spall. Figure 13 illustrates char spall, in this case from an arc jet test of red
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oak. The radial streaks flowing away from the arc jet heated sample are streams of particles
being ejected from the heated surface.

Spallation

Figure 13. Example of char spallation during an arc jet test
Another complex ablation mechanism common to materials containing a significant amount of
glass in its composition, in the form of fibers, microballoons and/or honeycomb, is the formation
of a glassy liquid layer on the surface. In low shear environments this liquid layer can vaporize
and absorb a significant amount of energy in doing so. However, when exposed to shear, the
liquid layer will flow. Based on work done in the late 50s, the flow of the liquid layer can be
modeled if the viscosity of the liquid layer (as a function of temperature) can be defined.
However, if the liquid layer is removed (by mechanisms that are not well understood), the
underlying material, which was insulated from the aerothermal heating and shear environment,
will be suddenly exposed. That could result in rapid erosion of the underlying material,
particularly for low-density ablative composites. Figure 14 illustrates an arc jet wedge test of a
low-density, honeycomb-reinforced material that formed a liquid layer on the surface. When the
liquid layer was removed from the top of one of the honeycomb cells, the material within the cell
was rapidly consumed. During that process the liquid layer on the adjoining downstream cells
was removed resulting in similar behavior. Within a very short period, this “failure” propagated
downstream as seen in Fig. 14.

Loss of liquid layer

Figure 14. Example of “failure” due to loss of liquid layer
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7.0 TPS Piece-wise Certification
As stated previously, the ability to simulate actual flight environments in ground test facilities is
rare. As discussed in Section 3, arc jets provide the best simulation of the aerothermal
environment, but all existing arc jets capable of simulating the heat fluxes, pressures and shears
projected for candidate Venus entry probes operate only with air and not CO2. Furthermore,
existing arc jets cannot simulate the peak heat fluxes expected for a direct entry Venus probe.
Given these limitations, how can a TPS design be certified for a Venus mission?
Given that there is no one ground test facility that can be used to certify the TPS, we first need
to define those elements required for TPS certification. We suggest the following:
•
•

•
•

define failure modes and the associated heat flux thresholds
validate models of fundamental surface performance mechanisms, e.g., surface
recession, roughness-induced hearing augmentation, surface catalycity, gap
performance (if applicable), etc.
validate surface ablation models with the appropriate surface thermochemistry, i.e., in a
CO2 flowfield
validate models of in-depth thermal response including the determination that the TPS is
not transparent to shock layer radiation, ensuring that the thermal response is similar for
both convective and radiative heating.

Although existing arc jet facilities are not capable of simulating the high combined heat flux
associated with hyperbolic direct entry to Venus, candidate TPS materials can be tested with
high-energy lasers to estimate the level of heat flux required to initiate char spallation. A highenergy carbon dioxide continuous wave (CW) laser would be best as the absorption length to
10.6µm laser radiation is extremely small for almost all materials and would eliminate the
potential for in-depth deposition.
To develop a basic understanding of material surface ablation mechanisms and potential TPS
design features, arc jet tests can be conducted in air. With such data, physics- and chemistry
based models could be developed describing material ablation performance (in air). Such tests
should be conducted over a broad range of pressure and heat flux conditions.
The surface thermochemical ablation models developed from arc jet tests in air can be
theoretically extended to the Venus atmosphere. But arc jet tests need to be conducted in a
CO2 flow to validate the theoretical model. Although existing CO2-capable facilities may not be
able to get the heating and pressure conditions of interest, tests need to be conducted at
whatever conditions can be attained to demonstrate the validity of the theoretical models.
Development or validation of an in-depth thermal response model is best conducted with arc jet
tests of samples instrumented with several in-depth thermocouples distributed throughout the
sample thickness. These tests should be conducted over a range of heat flux and pressure
conditions. In fact, if such tests could be conducted in an inert gas environment (e.g., N2) it
would be possible to decouple the thermal response problem from surface ablation, at least for
materials with a carbonaceous surface.
As mentioned above, the study of in-depth thermal response should be done at much lower
heat fluxes and preferably in an inert gas where there isn’t any surface recession. For such
tests, larger samples are possible to minimize sidewall heating and multi-dimensional
conduction effects. Model validation should include mid-level heating conditions where there is
surface recession and transient in-depth thermal response. The largest possible samples should
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be used but analysis may require the use of 2-D ablation codes to account for the
multidimensional heating and conduction effects on mid-size samples.
If all of these “pieces” are combined, a TPS design tool can be assembled and by applying a
margin policy to account for remaining uncertainties the TPS design can be certified by this
“piecewise” approach.
8.0 Status of Candidate TPS Materials for Venus Probes
As described in Section 4, there are only a few materials with a sufficient data base to even be
considered TPS candidates for a Venus probe mission. Only high-density carbon phenolic is
suited for a direct entry mission but low-mid density materials would be better selections for
aerocapture or out-of-orbit entry. The following discussion will briefly summarize the status of
each of these candidate materials and outline the efforts necessary to qualify them for a future
Venus probe mission.
8.1 Carbon Phenolic
The heritage carbon phenolic employed as TPS on the Pioneer-Venus and Galileo probes is no
longer manufactured. This material employed a carbon cloth reinforcement derived through
carbonization of a specific (Avtex) rayon. That specific rayon has not been produced since ~
1980. Other rayons currently and previously have been used to develop carbon cloths employed
in other carbon phenolic composites. But the value of the heritage material lies in the extensive
data base and modeling efforts focused on this material. The carbon phenolic nozzles on the
Shuttle Solid Rocket Boosters (SRBs) use a carbon cloth derived from NARC rayon. Recently,
the USAF qualified a carbon phenolic composite employing a carbon cloth derived from
SNECMA† rayon. The data base on these latter materials is small in comparison to the heritage
material.
To qualify a different carbon phenolic composite for a Venus mission would require a range of
tests to evaluate its performance in comparison to the heritage material and to update the
existing analytical models. For example:
• Tests should be conducted in a high energy laser facility to verify the absence of failure
modes and demonstrate capability at maximum combined heat flux project for a direct
entry mission
• Limited tests should be conducted in an arc jet capable of operating on CO2 to
demonstrate the applicability of theoretical thermochemical ablation models to
performance in the Venus atmosphere
• Arc jet tests of instrumented samples should be conducted to develop and/or update the
in-depth thermal response model
Clearly, heat shield design and certification would be significantly simpler for the heritage
carbon phenolic given its extensive flight experience and demonstrated robustness at conditions
far exceeding anything projected for a Venus mission. There is an extremely limited supply of
the heritage material that could be devoted to a high value mission [20]. Other missions that
require carbon phenolic TPS will have to qualify a current version as outlined above.

†

SNECMA is a major French manufacturer of engines for commercial and military aircraft, and
for space vehicles. The name is an acronym for Société Nationale d'Étude et de Construction de
Moteurs d'Aviation
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An additional consideration in the use of carbon phenolic composites for blunt probes is that two
different fabrication techniques were employed on the Pioneer Venus and Galileo probes. Tape
wrapped carbon phenolic (TWCP) is a laminated material that was developed by the
Department of Defense (DoD) for heat shields on conical bodies and, as such, was used on the
conical flank of the P-V and Galileo probes. However, it is not possible to use the tape-wrapping
fabrication technique in the vicinity of the spherical nose. Consequently, chopped molded
carbon phenolic (CMCP) was developed under P-V for use in the nose region. The same
precursor materials as used in TWCP are employed in CMCP but the prepreg (cloth + resin) is
chopped into 1-inch squares and compression molded to the desired shape and thickness. The
ablation performance of these two carbon phenolic variants is similar, but there are differences
in the thermal conductivity due to differences in fabric orientation.
8.2 Phenolic Impregnated Carbon Ablator (PICA)
PICA was developed by NASA Ames [21] in the early-mid 90s, is fabricated by Fiber Materials,
Inc. (FMI) and was employed as the forebody TPS on the Stardust Return Capsule. It is
currently the baseline forebody TPS for the Orion Crew Exploration Vehicle (CEV) and is being
fabricated as the forebody TPS for the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL), scheduled for launch in
mid-2009. PICA is a low density carbon-based ablator. Under both the CEV TPS Advanced
Development Program and MSL, an extensive data base has been developed. The failure
modes are well-understood (upper heat flux limits of ≈ 1500 W/cm2 and pressure of 1.0-1.5 atm)
and validated design models have been developed. For Stardust, the PICA heatshield was
fabricated as one piece. But that will not be possible for larger vehicles leading to a tiled design
(such as the MSL design) that introduces significant design and fabrication complexities.
8.3 Avcoat 5026-39/HC-G
Avcoat 5026-39/HC-G is a product of Textron (formerly Avco). This mid-density material was
successfully employed as the heatshield on the Apollo Command Module ≈ 40 years ago. It has
been selected as the alternate forebody TPS for the Orion CEV. A more limited data base (in
comparison to PICA) is being developed for the current formulation of Avcoat to demonstrate
that its performance and properties are consistent with the heritage Avcoat.
8.4 Carbon-Carbon Multilayer
A multilayer TPS comprised of an Advanced Carbon-Carbon (ACC) facesheet attached to a
carbon fibrous insulation was developed by Lockheed-Martin (LMA) and successfully employed
as the forebody TPS on the Genesis capsule. The data base on this multilayer TPS was
developed under the Genesis project and is limited to the range of entry conditions relevant to
that mission. The failure modes have not been well-established. More testing and analysis will
be required to qualify it for use on a Venus entry probe. In principal, carbon-carbon composites
should be capable of handling heating and pressure conditions similar to carbon phenolic, but
the robustness of any carbon-carbon is highly dependent upon how it is fabricated and
processed.
8.5 Other Mid-Density TPS Candidates
There are a few mid-density materials that are potentially attractive TPS candidates for some
planetary missions but due to the limitations of their respective database, they are currently
considered low TRL/IRL materials.
8.5.1 PhenCarb – PhenCarb is actually a family of materials developed by Applied Research
Associates (ARA) whose density can be tailored in the range from ≈ 385-512 kg/m3.
These materials can be fabricated in honeycomb or by a method developed by ARA
called Strip-Collar Bonding.
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8.5.2

8.5.3

Densified PICA, developed by NASA Ames [22] under NASA’s Hypersonics program, is
a modification to basic PICA wherein the phenolic loading is increased to attain a density
of ≈ 480 kg/m3. At higher density the material is more robust, particularly to MMOD
damage.
Mid-Density Carbon Phenolic is in development at NASA Ames being sponsored by
NASA’s Hypersonics program. Currently it only fabricated as a compression molded
composite with a density of ≈ 960 kg/m3. More robust than other mid-density TPS
materials but lower density than standard carbon phenolic that would improve its
insulative capabilities.

Qualification and certification of these low TRL materials for mission applications would require
a significant amount of testing and analysis. Unfortunately, without a fundamental TPS
development program, the resources to accomplish the required testing are not currently
available.
9.0 Conclusions and Recommendations
A brief synopsis of desired Venus missions enabled by TPS has been provided. After defining
stagnation point conditions for these missions, they were compared to the capabilities of the
major arc jet facilities. Alternate testing in the large LHMEL laser facility was discussed. Another
alternative discussed was the use of the new, affordable capability in the 5 MW Ames
Development Arc Facility (DAF) where testing in a wide range and appropriate test gases will be
possible. The fact that “Test as you fly” and “fly as you test” is generally not possible for TPS
was discussed. A piece-wise approach for affordable TPS development for direct entry and
aerocapture for Venus missions was provided.
The recommendations are as follows: For a direct entry Venus mission an effective, robust, but
heavy TPS solution is heritage carbon phenolic. For aerocapture or out-of-orbit entries, lower
density materials like PICA, Avcoat or a carbon-carbon multilayer would provide lower mass
TPS solutions in comparison to fully-dense carbon phenolic. There are other low-mid density
materials that are potentially attractive, but they would require significant testing to establish
their failure modes and reliability. Unfortunately, there are no current projects within NASA to
support that level of testing. The most important need for Venus missions is a carbon dioxide
arc jet capability relevant also to Mars missions. We strongly recommend the completion of the
DAF to support future planetary probe mission needs.
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